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The Challenge of the Ogre

(Plates 58, 59)

T he Ogre's SE Pillar in the Karakoram is one of the world's most striking
unclimbed routes. In common with the North Ridge of Latok I, it has

denied success to many expeditions. The story of its first ascent, by Chris
Bonington and Doug Scott, in 1977 is one of mountaineering's best-loved
yarns and doesn't need retelling. Though only this one team has been able
to claim a successful ascent so far, the Ogre's reputation has been reinforced
year after year, as strong teams from many nations meet their match. The
Ogre is a truly formidable mountain and challenge.

The British Latok Ogre Expedition began in the brick terraces of
Headingley in Leeds. With several other ex-Leeds University climbers, I
was looking for a hard 7000m objective for the 1996 season. Andy MacNae
offered to show us his slide collection of potential routes in the Karakoram.
We didn't need to look beyond the first photograph: the whole team
agreed that the Ogre's SE Pillar looked like the finest unclimbed line we
had ever seen. As Brendan Murphy and Dave Wills had already booked
the Ogre's unfriendly-looking neighbour Latok I, it seemed logical to join
forces and share a Base Camp. Sadly, our party of seven climbers was
reduced to five when Adam Jackson split a toe on the walk-in and Andy
MacNae, our leader, turned an ankle in a hole at Base Camp while answer
ing a nocturnal call of nature.

No climber ever forgets his first visit to the Karakoram, and I was no
exception. The oceans of granite, the abundant unclimbed peaks and spires,
the major challenges still waiting to fall and the harsh beauty of the landscape
combine to present unparalleled opportunity for adventure. Our Base Camp
was situated on the dirty grey granite blocks of a medial moraine on the
Choktoi Glacier. Rising directly from the flat glacier, the vertical North
Wall of Latok I, 2500m high, towered above our camp. The Ogre presided
at the head of the glacier, its sheer acreage of golden granite making a
stunning sight.

The peak has previously been attempted via four independent routes: by
the West Ridge, the route of the first ascent by Bonington and Scott; by the
North Face, where a British team were able to make little progress; by the
South Pillar, which involves the hardest climbing of all but where no team
has yet summited; and finally by the SE Pillar where seven attempts have
been made to date, the best of which reached to within 500m of the summit.
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Our strategy to climb the mountain involved establishing a well-stocked
camp at the striking col (5600m) between the Ogre and Ogre n. It took
three weeks to fix 800m of rope and to ferry loads through an icefall and
mixed ground leading to this point. During this time the weather was
excellent, but Brendan said we were being spoilt and he was proved right.
Later, when good weather was essential, it snowed for two weeks.

Once we had established the camp on the col, we planned to use it as a
base from which to'attack the pillar above. Our dreams soon splintered
like the ice under my crampons: melt-water had refrozen in all the cracks
and sustained mixed climbing on either side of Grade 5 was the reality.
The weather was bad, and every day we were forced back to the camp on
the col after a miserly 50m or lOOm of fresh progress.

From the col the route follows a 600m granite pillar, followed by an exit
onto snow terraces; a steep rognon is then climbed or turned, leading to
the icy 400m summit tower. Over a four-day period, Al Powell and I ex
plored the 600m pillar which leads to the Ogre's prominent snow girdle.
The line turned out to be varied climbing: ice and mixed, up to Grade 5;
free rock and aid, up to E I and A2 in standard. We fixed about 400m of
rope on this section. The arrival of good weather enabled us to begin a
summit attempt.

At dusk at the end of a 22-pitch day, Al and I arrived at the snow terraces.
We were expecting gently shelving snow; instead we found iron-hard 45°
ice-sheets, and our tent became excess baggage. Two pitches up, another
shock awaited us - we found a wrecked portaledge hanging sorrowfully
from a rock band. What was it doing there? Well, the Ogre's SE Pillar has
been attempted five times by German, American, and Japanese teams
respectively. The last attempt was led by American big wall specialist Tom
Nonis. We stole a night's sleep from the portaledge; thanks Tom.

The next day good weather enabled us to turn the rognon by some hard
mixed climbing (Scottish VI), and we dug out a small camp at 6500m.
Hypoxia (repeated awakening, gasping for air) deprived me of a night's
sleep. At sunrise I got up in a cloud of ailments including a hacking cough,
thumping headache and bleeding lips. Chewing on a handful of aspirin, I
checked the weather. K2, Gasherbrum and Broad Peak emerged from a
sea of cloud while, above, cirrus clouds extended to the horizon.

'Sure sign of bad weather,' I said, longing for the aspirin to take hold.
'Er, not always ... ' Al replied, his need for optimism exerting a half

nelson on his mountain knowledge.
Five pitches of 50° ice took us to the apex of the ice shelves directly below

the final 400m summit tower, which is the route's current high point
(6850m). The clean granite has only one weakness: a steep fault line
belching ice and verglas. The sight of the line momentarily sobered me
from my state of punch-drunk fatigue. This must be the way - no other. I
was beginning to understand the Ogre: honest and open, but not suffering
fools gladly!



57. The N Face of Latok I. The N Ridge
is the right skyline. (Daue Wills) (P99)

58. Matt Dickinson climbing an El pitch
at 6200m on the SE Pillar of the Ogre.
(AI Powell) (p 103)

59. The E Face of the Ogre, seen from Latok I. The SE Pillar is
the left skyline. (Brendan Murphy) (P103)
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Bad weather arrived. Our warning had been painted across the sky, but
we had chosen to ignore it. The Ogre would pass judgement. Visibility
was instantaneously gone. The wind, from which there was no shelter,
sounded like a jet engine as it blasted a deluge of fresh snow from behind
every spur and into every crack. We needed a pitched tent fast! I thwacked
my adze into the ice slope, turning sideways as a miniature ice dagger
targeted my eye. Fool again! My sideways turn had rewarded me with a
full face-pack of spindrift. Venting my frustration, I tore again at the ice
but it merely chipped instead of shattering.

'A platform will take hours,' I said, 'and the weather is setting in.' It did
take hours, and snow fell for many days.

We were besieged by the weather for three days, during which I frequently
sought some reassurance that we would find a way out of our predicament.
My mind searched back: storm-bound for four days in the snow caves of
Khan Tengri - yes, I came through that OK. But snow caves are part of
mother earth and relatively solid, and they are bigger and warmer than a
tent. I just wanted to be out amongst normal people, normal food, lager,
fish and chips, all the cliches ...

Our summit ambitions were soon replaced by a desire to descend safely.
Claustrophobia taunted me repeatedly during the nights. Altitude inevit
ably brings vivid dreams, and when these dreams intermesh with real-life
fears, the result can be a truly agonising semi-conscious state in which doubts
proliferate and reason and confidence are locked out.

The third day arrived and the snow was still falling relentlessly. Our food
and gas had run out.

'AI, let's get going,' I said. The words hung in the air, and we both knew
that they marked a commitment to a long descent in atrocious conditions.
Kick-starting myself was difficult; altitude induces lethargy, and the need
for food and water seemed a less imminent hazard than the conditions
outside. I lurched for my boots and packed hastily in an effort to be decisive.

The descent to Camp 3 took 16 hours. We rigged the ice-sheets with ice
thread anchors (two intersecting ice-screw holes threaded with cord).
Threading without wire was fiddly, cold and frustrating and the work was
constantly interrupted by spindrift avalanches. Below was a deep trench
which funnelled avalanche material before ejecting it off a SOm rock band.
It was also the line of our abseil.

I let the rope slip through the figure-of-eight, my helmet displacing a
constant deluge of snow. Every few seconds, a wave of heavier material
thumped down, my neck taking the strain. My crampons met the terrace
and I was immediately buried up to my neck in a fresh pulse of snow from
above. Sick with fear, I blundered and thrashed to the side. Kneeling and
gasping for breath, I fumbled to unclip. The concentrated fear of the drop
still choked my brain and it was difficult to think straight. A frantic effort
by Al brought him next to me - we exchanged a look which dispensed with
words.
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During the descent of the 25-pitch lower pillar, I triple-checked each
changeover between drops. By that stage, loss of concentration was more
of a threat than actual bodily deterioration. That the food, warmth and
thicker air of Camp 3 exerted a magnetic attraction would be an under
statement!

Our attempt on the mountain, our three days tent-bound, and our trau
matic descent had all been intense experiences, but our relief at making a
safe descent was gradually eclipsed by the desire to make a fresh bid. The
rest of the Ogre team were at the camp and were sitting out the relentless
snow-storms while waiting for a weather window. The days had become a
week and one week had become two. Although the camp on the col was
relatively comfortable, the strain was beginning to show as tempers frayed,
food had to be rationed and Bridge games wore thin as entertainment. We
thought of friends spending sunny summers in Ibiza and Thailand, while
we were forced to listen to the endless patter of snow on flysheet. Minutes,
hours, days and now weeks went by, and with their passing, our hopes for
the summit flickered and died, fin lIy snuffed out by our approaching
departure date.

The Ogre's SE Pillar had effortlessly brushed aside another team. We
descended to Base Camp, stripping our camps which were buried in 1'/2
metres of snow. The fact that we had done our best was only partially
consoling. I turned and watched clouds clear from the Ogre's walls and
the peaks of the Karakoram thrusting into an azure sky. The weather had
to clear eventually, I suppose, but the Ogre had timed things so that the last
laugh was on us.

I left the Choktoi with indelible memories, and a feeling of respect which
I had not experienced while climbing in smaller ranges. Around twenty
expeditions have attempted the major mountaineering challenges which
rise above the Choktoi Glacier, and all have so far been unsuccessful. The
most prominent lines are Latok's North Ridge, the Ogre's SE Pillar and
the NW Arete of the Ogre II (a hard-looking unclimbed peak of 69S0m),
plus a multitude of other possibilities. These lines are some of the best
unclimbed objectives on extreme 7000ers anywhere in the world. However,
a successful ascent of a major line will certainly require a stable period of
weather lasting around seven or eight days, plus acceptable snow conditions.
This sort of situation prevails only for very limited periods in the summer
months, and being in the right place at the right time requires good luck as
much as good judgement. One day the challenges will be met by strong
teams who find luck on their side. How long the Choktoi will withhold its
trophies is anyone's guess.

Summary: In August 1996 Matt Dickinson and Al Powel made an attempt
on the SE Pillar of the Ogre, reaching a high point 400m below the summit.
Sadly, Andy MacNae, the leader of the British Latok Ogre Expedition,
was unable to take part owing to an injury sustained during the walk-in.
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